Content of text area fields can not be shown as parsed any more when displayed through PluginTrackerList

Status
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Subject
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Version
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Category
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Rating
★★★★★★★★★★ (0)

Description
This is a regression introduced at some point I don't know exactly when) between Tiki6 or tiki9 and Tiki12 at least, and confirmed to be a regression still for Tiki14.

Content of text area fields can not be shown as parsed any more when displayed through PluginTrackerList, but only when displayed through the tracker interface itself. Ideally, there should be a param in plugin trackerlist to allow whoever needs that content not to be parsed in their sites. this currently breaks the display of comments provided to students on their wiki based reports.

This will hopefully be demonstrated in a tiki instance in the following days (probably after a ad-hoc profile is created to help reproducing this setup, linked to Pretty Trackers, etc, even if the issue is reproduced aside of the pretty trackers, just with standard display of the contents of that text-area field)
Importance
6

Easy to solve?
4

Priority
24

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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